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Employment and Labor Update
Mary Stuart, Partner

Increasing Governmental Focus

DOL
State and 
Federal

NLRB

EEOC
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Independent Contractors

Economic realities test 

What you or worker want is irrelevant

July 15, 2015 Interpretation

Economic Realities Test

Integral

Profit or 
Loss

Investment

Special Skills

Permanency

Control
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What If Wrong

Unemployment

Workers’ comp

Payroll taxes

Overtime

Changes to White Collar Exemption

June 30, 
2015, 
proposed 
new rule

4.6 million 
workers will 
become 
entitled to 
overtime

Transfer 
$1.2B from 
employers 
to 
employees
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Proposed Salary Changes

Old Rule

 $455/week, $23,660/annual

 HCE: $100,000

 No annual adjustment

New Rule

 $921/week, $47,892/annual

 HCE: $122,148

 Adjust amount annually 

Changes to Wages for Home Care

 No companionship or live‐in 
exemption for third‐party 
employers under FLSA

 Delayed since January 2015

 Now effective, unless S.Ct. acts
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What the Change Means

Homecare workers entitled to minimum wage and overtime for hours in excess of 40 hours in a week

How will Colorado law apply

Federal minimum wage = $7.25

Colorado minimum wage = $8.23

Colorado 12 hour rule

Key Issues to Be Aware Of

Flat day rate must meet minimum 
wage

Travel time between assignments 
generally considered work time

Time spent traveling to first assignment 
might not be compensable
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Issues (cont’d)

All time spent in home likely will be 
compensable time

Time doing personal items time is 
compensable if not free to leave the home

If totally free for several hours might not be 
compensable

Sleep Time Exemption

Can agree to a sleep time period of up to 8 hours to be deducted from compensable time

Shift must be > 24 hours

Employer must provide adequate sleeping facilities

Employee must usually enjoy uninterrupted sleep period

Any interruptions must be counted towards work hours

At least 5 hours of sleep must be possible

Must have written agreement in advance
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Sleep Time Exemptions

Employee must fill out daily time sheets that 
reflect sleep time

If an employee does not want to sign a Sleep 
Time Exemption agreement, cannot fire but 

can assign to less than 24 hour shift

What To Do To Prepare

Look at all arrangements currently in place

Determine if flat rates meet minimum wage 

Consider impact of travel time on assignments

Prepare agreements that set forth specific expectations

Prepare Sleep Time Exemption Agreements
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Employee Rights

 Regulates non‐union workplaces

 Protects employees’ rights

̶ To engage in “concerted activity” 

̶ Regarding “terms and conditions” 
of employment

Employee Rights

 Federal and state anti‐
discrimination laws

 Hot issues

̶ Pre‐employment checks

̶ Testing

̶ ADA accommodations

̶ Pregnancy
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Colorado Off‐Duty Conduct Act

 Employers cannot fire 
employees for legal activity off 
work

̶ Political activity, smoking, 
social

 Employers do not have to 
allow marijuana use

̶ Not lawful under federal law

Social Media is Pervasive
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Protecting Client Privacy

Remind employees of clients’ right to privacyRemind employees of clients’ right to privacy

No posting of pictures of clients, even if well intendedNo posting of pictures of clients, even if well intended

No identifying comments about clientsNo identifying comments about clients

Caveat: Cannot restrict employees’ social media 
discussions about terms and conditions of work
Caveat: Cannot restrict employees’ social media 
discussions about terms and conditions of work

Questions?
Mary Stuart 303.749.7207
mary.stuart@huschblackwell.com
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Colorado Elder Abuse Laws:
Reporting Violations
Fred Miles, Partner

A Public Health Care Crisis
 Data from the National Center on Elder Abuse suggests 

that 10% of the Elderly suffer from some form of abuse 
once a year. 

 A 2014 JGIM study shows that 1 in 20 suffer from 
financial exploitation by the following perpetrators: 
̶ Adult children approximately 60% of the time; 

̶ Friends and neighbors 17% of the time; and 

̶ Home caregivers 15% of the time. 

2
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Recent Experience with Colorado’s Elder 
Abuse Reporting Statute
 The Denver Post reported that as of Dec. 3, 2014 there were 3,802 

reports under the new law: 

̶ 42% concerned seniors between 70 to 79;

̶ 44% concerned seniors between 80 and 89; and

̶ 14% concerned seniors above 90.

 That same article reported that there were 100 cases of financial 
exploitation involving an alleged $13 M.

 And what appears to be the first criminal prosecution under the new 
law for a failure to report a nurse working in an assisted living facility. 

3

Colorado Elder Abuse Reporting:
Legal Requirements

 Effective July 1, 2014: 

 All “mandatory” reporters must, within 24 hours, upon: 

̶ Observing abuse or exploitation of an at-risk elder

̶ Having "reasonable cause" to believe that an at-risk elder has been abused or 
exploited 

̶ Having "reasonable cause" to believe that an at-risk elder is at imminent risk of 
abuse or exploitation

 “Reasonable Cause” – would an objective person in the same position 
have a cause or suspicion that abuse has occurred or is about to occur. 

 Report such facts to a law enforcement agency. 

4
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Colorado Elder Abuse Reporting: 
Legal Requirements 
 Mandatory Reporters – includes professional personnel

 Abuse is defined as:

̶ Non-accidental infliction of bodily injury or death;  

̶ Confinement or restraint that is unreasonable under caretaker 
standards;

̶ Subjection to sexual conduct or contact that is a crime; and

̶ Caretaker neglect.

 Caretakers are individuals responsible for the care of at-risk 
juveniles, adults, or elders. 

5

Colorado Elder Abuse Reporting:
What Is A Caretaker Or Caretaker Neglect?
 Caretaker neglect, a form of abuse, means neglect that occurs 

when:

̶ Adequate food, clothing, shelter, psychological, medical or physical 
care, or supervision

̶ Is not provided in a timely manner with reasonable care

 The elements of caretaker neglect are vague, e.g. what does 
“supervision” mean?

 Caretaker neglect does not include actions taken in accordance with 
a medical directive or order. 

6
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Colorado Elder Abuse Reporting:
Legal Requirements
 Exploitation occurs when someone:

̶ Uses deception harassment, intimidation or undue influence to 
deprive an at-risk elder of the use, benefit or possession of his money 
or property

̶ Without legal authority
 Uses a third person for profit or advantage to the detriment of the at-risk elder

 Forces, compels, coerces or entices an at-risk elder to perform services for profit 
or advantage of that person or a third person

 Misuses the property of an at-risk elder in such a way that the at-risk elder is 
adversely affected in obtaining healthcare benefits or basic needs. 

7

Colorado Elder Abuse Reporting:
Legal Requirements

 An at-risk adult (elder) is any person 70 years or older or any person 18 or 
older who is a person with a disability.

 Information that should be included in the report:

̶ Contact information of the at-risk elder, reporter, caretaker, and alleged 
perpetrator; and

̶ Nature of the abuse and the condition that required the report to be made.

 Reporting exemption: A mandatory reporter is not required to report if the 
person “knows” that another person has already reported to a law 
enforcement agency the “same” abuse or exploitation that would have 
been the basis of the report. 

8
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Four Steps for Staff to More Effectively 
Detect Financial Exploitation of Patients

9

Baselining

Observing

 Speaking

Hearing

Step 1-Baselining
Patient’s Relationship with Family and Friends
 Who visits/speaks with the patient often?

 Patient’s mood pre/during/post visit or phone call with family 
member or friend

Patient’s Demeanor
 Any patterns?

 Extravert, Introvert, Optimistic, Pessimistic?

Patient’s Financial Patterns
 Who pays patient’s bills?

 Spending patterns?

10
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Step 2 - Observing
Patient’s Interactions with Family and Friends
 Pressure to sign documents

 Pressure to decline necessary medical treatment

 Abnormally intense affection

 “Chaperoning”

11

Step 2 – Observing (cont.)
Change in Patient’s Demeanor
 Gregarious and outgoing to reclusive and secretive

 Calm and collected to stressed and anxious

12
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Step 2 – Observing (cont.)
Patient’s Financial Actions
 Unpaid facility bills

 Facility bills paid in cash

 Unwillingness to buy necessities

 Abrupt changes in spending habits

 Attempt to wire money*

 Attempt to mail money for sweepstakes winnings*

 Transferring money to new financial advisor*

13

Step 3 - Speaking
 Speak with and get to know patients.

 These conversations can provide crucial clues in 
detecting financial exploitation.

14
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Step 4 - Listening
 Take seriously any unsolicited remarks by a patient, 

regardless of their cognitive ability, regarding financial 
exploitation:

 “My money was stolen.”

 “I’m about to make a lot of money.”

 “My son really let me down.”

15

Developing an Internal Procedure for 
Better Detecting Financial Exploitation
Proper Training of Staff
 Integrate financial exploitation detection into some staffs’ job 

descriptions

 Integrate BOSH, signs of financial exploitation, and internal reporting 
procedures into employee handbook and yearly staff meetings.

Management: Organize, Compile, Analyze and Review
Staff Reports of Potential Financial Exploitation

16
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Questions?
Fred Miles 303.749.7269
fred.miles@huschblackwell.com
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Complying with Regulations 
and Implementing QMP 
Carol Manteuffel,  Nurse Attorney

1

Buzz word for Home Health today…

2
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How compliant is your agency?

3

CDPHE Rule 3.1 - ALL PROVIDERS
 Every health care entity licensed by the Department shall 

establish a quality management program appropriate to 
the size and type of facility for the purpose of 
evaluating the quality of patient care and safety

 The regulation is not new (since 2013)

 What is new is how CDPHE is enforcing it, i.e. whether 
and how HHAs have developed and implemented a 
QMP (Quality Management Program)

4
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All Home Health Agencies Impacted
 Skilled/Medical agencies –

License A

 Accredited or deemed 
home health agencies

 Medicare program

 Medicaid program

 Nonskilled/nonmedical 
agencies – License B

 Medicaid program

5

Comparison of HH Standards to Rule 3.1
 Home Health Standards
 Condition of Participation

G242 – Evaluation of  
Agency’ Program

 G243 – P/Ps to evaluate
agency’s total program 

 G244 – Policy/admin &
clinical record reviews

 G245 – Appropriateness, 
adequacy, effectiveness, 
efficiency evaluated

 CDPHE Rule 3.1
 9 separate components
- cases/problems/risks

- committee to coordinate

- reporting & timeframe 

- investigating/analyzing
frequency/causes & patterns

- taking corrective action

- following up on effectiveness

6
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Comparison of HH Standards to Rule 3.1
 Home Health Standards
 Condition of Participation

G246 – Report evaluation results to
agency administration/committee

G247 - Evaluation results in separate
administrative records

G248 - Evaluate how agency
practices promote patient care

G249 – Collecting pertinent data
G250 – Clinical Record Review
G251 - Review Plan of Care for each

60 day period

 CDPHE Rule 3.1
 9 separate components

- coordinating info with risk 

management activities

- documenting activities, 

investigative findings,    
actions

- schedule to implement QMP

7

Components that may not be addressed under 
HH Standards in your QMP

 Types of cases/problem/risks to be reviewed & criteria 
for identifying potential risks (incidents)

 Methods for investigating/analyzing frequency & causes 
of individual problems & patterns of problems

 Methods for taking corrective action(s) to address 
problems including prevention and minimizing problems 
or risks

8
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Component 1:  Cases/problems/risks to be 
reviewed & criteria for potential risks
 early warning of problems or conditions that could lead to negative outcomes

 resident outcomes that do not meet standards of performance

 routine tasks that will proactively identify potential problems/prevent negative 
outcome/change in condition

 early indicators of changes in condition

 Frequency/duration of services provided

 staffing/scheduling crises

 response to emergencies/incidents

 high/low volume consumer populations served

9

Component 4: investigating and analyzing 
frequency/causes of problems & patterns
 For each actual case/problem:

- what was root cause

- identify desired outcomes  

- collect and analyze data (how, when, by who)

- track/trend quality indicators

- set up process to respond 

 For each potential risk/concern

- identify practice guidelines for chronic conditions

- establish clinical measures for staff performance

- integrate prevention guidelines into care planning

10
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Actual problem
 Client fell in home 4 weeks after ORIF surgery

 Orders for PT had been received when accept by agency

 Delay of 2 weeks with getting PT scheduled/started

 QMP approach:

what were the causes for the fall?

could fall have been prevented – how?

why was there a delay in getting PT started?

are there other cases with delays in PT?

are there trends with therapy orders post falls?

did patient report problem or concern with delay?

11

Potential problem
 Patient with new diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, insulin dependent

 Need for close monitoring of blood sugar levels

 Limited family/friend support for teaching

 Staffing/scheduling difficulties

 QMP approach:

set up system for patient to report concerns

educate patient on clinical aspects of IDDM

identify practice guidelines for IDDM management

establish IDT responsibilities for monitoring

12
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Component 5 – Corrective actions to address 
problems & prevention
 Develop solution(s) to identified problems/risks

(revise policies/procedures)

(retrain staff on procedures)

 Prioritize steps in action plan (what to do first)

 Educate staff on how to improve processes

 Enroll staff in preventing recurrence & improvement

(revise forms/checklists/documentation protocols)

(develop checklists for staff to follow)

 Identify what action is working/what is not to prevent recurring problems

 Analyze key performance indicators

13

Is your QMP in compliance?

14
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Potential Areas of Non-Compliance with 
Implementing QMP rule 3.1

 Problems/cases/risks not identified
̶ Size/type of agency is not the focus

̶ General data is being collected but not tracked/trended or analyzed for each type of
risk or problem

̶ Problems are dealt with in isolation, patient by patient, rather than by system or 
program

 Agency doesn’t know cause of problems so solutions are ineffective, 
inadequate, inefficient or inappropriate

 Compliance audits generalized without objectives/goals

 Not using data analysis/trends to prevent recurrence

15

Interrelationship of QMP compliance with CMS 
Star Rating

 Rating calculated using 9 of the quality measures reported 

Process Measures:

timely initiation of care

education on all medications

flu immunization

Outcome Measures:

improvement in ambulation      improvement in bathing

improvement in bed transferring     improvement in SOB

improvement in pain interfering with activity

acute care hospitalization

16
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Compliance with Self Disclosing Overpayments     

 Affordable Care Act amended Social Security Act to establish 60 day rule:

Provider has 60 days from date on which 

overpayment is identified to self-disclose to 

Medicare/Medicaid

Provider must also provide reason for overpayment

 To date, CMS has not finalized a rule that defines “identify” an overpayment 
that starts the 60 day clock

 Overpayment not reported/returned can subject provider to federal False 
Claims Act liability/civil penalties/treble damages 

17

New Cases on 60 Day Rule
 Pediatric Services of America – Georgia provider

Settled for $6.9 million to resolve FCA allegations 
that it failed to report/return overpayments paid by 
federal health care programs

 United States ex rel, Kane v. Healthfirst, Inc. – New York
Pending – issue is when an overpayment is “identified” under 
the meaning of the 60 day repayment provision (not defined in 
statute)

Significant potential impacts to providers acting in good faith

18
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Questions?
Carol Manteuffel  303.749.7287
carol.manteuffel@huschblackwell.com



Enforcement and Quality 
Management

Elaine McManis, RN, Branch Chief - Home and Community Facilities
Kara Johnson-Hufford, Branch Chief - Health Facility Quality

Matt Shadle, Section Manager – Home and Community Services
Jason Bohl, Supervisor - Quality Assurance Branch

Home Care in Colorado



• 573 licensed HCAs

• 175 in Arapahoe County

• Concentrated along the front range and western slope

• Every county is served

Home Care In Colorado

Home Care Licensees – May 2015



Annual Home Care Numbers by License Category

• Nursing Home Reform Act of 1987

• Timeline of Events

• November 2012 – Enforcement rules finalized

• March 2014 – Directed POC, Directed In-service, 
Temporary Management effective date

• July 2014 – Suspension of Payment effective date

• April 2015 – Civil Money Penalty rules and requirements 
approved by Department of Justice

• July 2015 – Federal HHA Enforcement process 
implemented at CDPHE

• (See Handout “Memorandum - S&C: 14-14-HHA” for further info”)

Federal HHA Enforcement



• Alternative sanctions enforced to achieve compliance

Temporary Management

Directed Plan of Correction

Directed In-servicing

Suspension of Payment

Civil Money Penalties

• Uniform and unbiased approach to enforcement . CMS makes final determination 
(Google State Operations Manual – Chapter 10 for more details)

Alternative Sanctions for Home 
Health

CNA Delegation



• Law – March 15, 2015

• Emergency Rule – August 5, 2015

• Permanent Rule – September 14, 2015

• Applicable to all CNAs in any setting

CNA Expanded Scope of 
Practice

• CNA must be deemed competent.

• Documented evidence of competence must be retained by the 
CNA and the RN.

• CNAs must be supervised by an actively licensed healthcare 
professional.

CNA Expanded Scope of 
Practice



Quality Management

• Rolled out January 1, 2014

• Focused and abbreviated inspections

• Grounds for expansion

• Avoidable consumer outcome

• No QM Plan in place

• Ineffective QM Program activities

QMP-Focused Inspection



• 115 License Renewal Inspections

• 75 - QMP effective, no deficiencies cited

• 10 – QMP effective, personnel issues cited

• 20 – Expanded Inspection - QMP ineffective or non-operational

• 14 – additional deficient practice cited

• 6 – no additional deficient practice after expansion

Focused Inspection Findings – Class A 
– January 1, 2014 to Present

• 111 License Renewal Inspections

• 47 - QMP effective, no deficiencies cited

• 36 – QMP effective, personnel issues cited

• 28 – Expanded Inspection - QMP ineffective or non-operational

• 25 – additional deficient practice cited

• 3 – no additional deficient practice after expansion

Focused Inspection Findings – Class B 
– January 1, 2014 to Present



Commonly Cited Deficiencies

• 14 – Drug Regimen Review (G337)

• 12 – Accuracy of Plan of Care (G159)

• 11 – Home Health Aide Services as Ordered (G225)

• 10 - Skilled Nursing Services According to POC (G170)

• 8 – CNA Supervision Every 2 Weeks (G229)

Federal Recertifications



• 14 – Quality Management Program (L251)

• 7 – Governing Body Oversight (L305)

• 6 – Skilled Nursing Responsibilities (L380)

• 5 – Accuracy of the Plan of Care (L365)

• 5 - Home Health Aide Services as Ordered (L389)

License Renewals – Class A

• 13 - Quality Management Program (L251)

• 5 – Personal Care Worker Training and Plan of Care Followed 
(L414)

• 4 – Availability and Qualifications of an Alternate Manager (L410)

• 4 – Ongoing Training of Staff (L454)

• 4 – Documentation of Qualifications and Training (L246)

License Renewals – Class B



• 26 – Oversight of Records (H441)

• 17 – Care Follows Written Plan of Care (H435)

• 15 – Annual Billing Training (H190)

• 14 – Personal Care Worker Training (H420)

• 14 – Supervision Every 3 Months (H437)

HCBS Recertifications

Recommendations



Elaine McManis - 303.692.2886 • Elaine.McManis@state.co.us

Kara Johnson-Hufford – 303.692.2808 • Kara.Johnson-
Hufford@state.co.us

Matt Shadle – 303.692.2981 • Matt.Shadle@state.co.us

Jason Bohl – 303.692.6221 • Jason.Bohl@state.co.us

Questions?



I N V E S T I G A T I O N  A C T I V I T I E S ,

P R I O R I T I E S ,

A N D  B E S T  P R A C T I C E S  F O R  C O M P L I A N C E

MEDICAID FRAUD CONTROL 
UNIT

Husch Blackwell Seminar
September 10, 2015

Timothy X. Sokas
George A. Codding
Colorado MFCU

YOUR PRESENTERS

 State Medicaid Fraud Control Unit prosecutors
 Assistant Attorneys General

 Investigate and prosecute fraud against

Colorado Medicaid system

 T. Sokas – Director

 G. Codding – head of civil enforcement



1.  MFCU

 Medicaid Fraud Control Unit
 Law enforcement agency

 State units created by federal statute – 1977

 In recognition of the possibility of fraud against the 
Medicaid system
 Typically located in Attorney General’s Offices

 Separate and distinct from state Medicaid agencies

 50 nationwide

1.  MFCU

 Investigative / prosecution authority
 Fraud in connection with state Medicaid plan and services

 Abuse of residents of federally funded long-term care facilities

 Abuse in board and care facilities, regardless of funding



1.  MFCU

 Criminal authority
 Investigators are state police officers

 Prosecutors have designations as special deputy district attorneys

 Criminal charges can include Theft, Forgery, Computer Crime, 
Unlawful Practice (nurse, nurse aide, etc.)

 Includes theft from other programs like Medicare

1.  MFCU

 Civil fraud and false claims
 MFCU involved in civil investigations and lawsuits

 Some of the cases are multi-state suits

 National teams coordinate state efforts in interstate cases

 Empowered to bring lawsuits against providers who are liable 
under the False Claims Act, other fraud provisions



1.  MFCU

 Staffing
 4 attorneys (prosecutors)

 9 investigators

 1 Investigative auditor

 1 Nurse investigator

 2 administrative staff

2.  Enforcement Trends



 High public visibility
 Monetary penalties still very high

 Public expectation

 Increased interest from the government
 Task forces

 FBI, other agencies

 DRA incentive to states

2.  Enforcement Trends

 Whistleblower activity levels high
• Qui tam laws permit insiders to file suit

• Notable successes like GSK have not been lost on 
potential “relators”

 State activity levels in whistleblower cases are 
increasing

2.  Enforcement Trends



 Increased interest in “smaller” 
players
Nationally, the “big” rebates, marketing cases are 

declining
Whistleblowers & their lawyers are looking towards 

new players and new theories
 Health care system, pharmacy, etc.
 Regional targets

2.  Enforcement Trends

 State / Federal cooperation
 Benchmark for success – OIG

 Improving between agencies

2.  Enforcement Trends



 Predictive analytics
 More than data analysis

 Data analysis is getting stronger as well

2.  Enforcement Trends

 60-day overpayment rule
 ACA: Provider must repay overpayment within 60 days 

of “identifying” the overpayment

 Combine with “reverse false claims”
 Knowingly avoiding an obligation to repay

2.  Enforcement Trends



 Managed care
 The frauds and losses found in FFS often 

impact managed care payors and programs as 
well

 But determining the nature and the amount of 
the loss can be more complicated

2.  Enforcement Trends

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends



 Happening in Colorado
 Expansion of Medicaid population

 Including types of coverage

 Greater awareness of whistleblower law

 Competition among providers

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends

Enforcement priority: Employee status
 Colorado regulations do not allow for reimbursement 

for medical services when done by a person who is not 
authorized to provide them

 Provider not licensed

 Provider license expired, suspended

 Provider not authorized to work in the U.S.

 Can include provider who obtained license fraudulently

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends



Enforcement priority: Employee status
 Colorado regulations do not allow for reimbursement 

for medical services when done by a person who is not 
authorized to provide them

Employer status compromised – authorization, PUC, etc.

Exclusion

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends

Enforcement priority: Employee status
 Provider (employer) must be very diligent about 

employee status
 Check licensure and work status carefully

 Recheck licensure regularly

 Check for exclusions diligently

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends



 Enforcement priority: Conflict billing
 Regulations do not allow home care billing for dates 

when the patient is in hospital
Applies to home health and HCBS (personal care and 

homemaker services)
 HCPF data runs compare hospital bill dates to HH / HCBS dates of 

service

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends

 Enforcement priority: Conflict billing
Can be due to several factors –

Provider unaware (employee fraud)

Billers not receiving information

Simple error

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends



 Enforcement priority: Conflict billing
 Provider should document patient hospital status

 Inquire about cancelled appointments, blank 
timecards

 Information should be shared with billing personnel

 Billing should be adjusted retroactively

3.  Colorado Enforcement Trends

4.  Civil Liability and False Claims

 Civil Liability
 Lawsuit –for damages

 Theories
 Breach of contract

 Unjust enrichment

 False Claims



4.  Civil Liability and False Claims

 False Claims
 Federal False Claims Act

 State False Claims acts
 29 have whistleblower (qui tam) statutes

 & others with false claims but no whistleblower provisions

 False Claim

 Any claim for government reimbursement

 Submitted to government or intermediary

 False or fraudulent claim for approval

 With mental state:

 Actual knowledge

 Deliberate ignorance

 Reckless disregard

4.  Civil Liability and False Claims



 False Claim Penalties
Federal and Colorado law provide for penalties for false 

claims with the requisite intent

$5,500.00 to $11,000.00 per claim

Treble (triple damages)

4.  Civil Liability and False Claims

 Qui tam (whistleblower) false claims cases
 Relator files suit in secret

• Defendant / company not notified

 Government given time to investigate

 Government takes over suit, or leaves it to 
whistleblower (then company is notified!)

 Relator keeps share of recovery

4.  Civil Liability and False Claims



 Common types of qui tam suits
 Drug and device marketing

 Kickbacks

 Medical systems, pharmacy, others

4.  Civil Liability and False Claims

5.  Protecting yourself



5.  Protecting yourself

 Understand what’s being looked at
 Higher billings (on adjusted basis) than peers

 Higher acuity or E&M levels

 Conflicts with other providers
 Such as home health when client is in hospital

 High rejection or recoupment rates

 Complaints from beneficiaries

 Data mining

5.  Protecting yourself

 Encourage training – coding, billing, etc.
 Benefits include better output and greater credibility

 Avoid data “hits” by government

 Efforts to understand coding do have weight with government



5.  Protecting yourself

 Understand specific program rules
 Medicare rules may not translate to other programs

 Obtain and review manuals and bulletins on regular basis

5.  Protecting yourself

 Call the programs with unresolved questions
 Documents your code choice

 Helps document good faith

 Question might be answered!



5.  Protecting yourself

 Check status of licensed employees on a regular basis
 Include within your SOPs

5.  Protecting yourself

 Document heavily
 Visit times

 Travel time

 Levels of intervention / involvement



5.  Protecting yourself

 Be cognizant of after-the-fact adjustments
 Example:  Found out later that client was hospitalized

 Example:  Employee license had expired, but their services had 
been billed to the government

5.  Protecting yourself

 Be aware of deadlines for returning funds
 PPA / ACA imposes 60-day limit

 Relates to “reverse false claims”



5.  Protecting yourself

 Encourage self disclosure
 Very likely to be better received by government

 Provides evidence that a good compliance program is in place

 More consistent with an ethical environment

 Can impact relators’ success against company

 Can potentially reduce relators’ recoveries

5.  Protecting yourself

 Institute your own Corporate Integrity Program
 Make sure your audits include compliance with rules, codes

 Maintain awareness of prior issues, denials

 Document the measures taken

 Do follow-up audit after a time period

 Avoid allegations of repeating same mistakes



THANK YOU

Timothy S. Sokas, Director

George A. Codding, Senior A.A.G.

Colorado Medicaid Fraud Control Unit

1300 Broadway, 9th Floor

Denver, CO 80203

(720) 508-6696

timothy.sokas@state.co.us

george.codding@state.co.us
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